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Dost Digital Brain
Companies have the big problem of spending a lot of time on repetitive and worthless tasks where humans
must use intelligence to solve them.

At DOST we help the intelligent automation of processes in our client using a digital brain.

The Dost Digital Brain (DDB) has the ability to read, think, intuit and act like a human and is also capable
of interacting with the company's main management tools.

Connect any 
data source

Automates 
processes

Artificial intelligence (AI) for 
decisions + AI modeling

-Document context
analysis

-Claims processing

-Image detection

-Fraud detection

-Employee enrollment

-Reconciliations

Define flows and actions

-Maintain accounting

-Maintain dunning

-Create control panel

-Notify approvers



What is DOST for Invoices?

DOST for Invoices is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution

to automate the process of receiving, processing and

posting vendor invoices using artificial intelligence (AI) and

intelligent process automation (IPA).



What is the challenge?

Human error 

during data 

entry 

Loss of time and 

delays

Repetitive and 

worthless tasks

Inefficiencies in 

processing vendor invoices

Loss of 

money

Why hasn't it been automated yet? 

Because traditional solutions are used or even everything is done manually: 

- Traditional solutions, such as OCR, do not have artificial intelligence. They require a previous 
parameterization that can take up to 9 months.

- If invoices are processed manually, each invoice costs approx. 11€-16€*.

* McKinsey, Gartner



How can DOST for Invoices help me?

In just 3 simple steps DOST processes, posts and transfers the information to the right application:

1. Dost connects to mail, cloud storage or document repository looking for invoices.

2. Dost reads the information from your invoices, extracting all the information from them, makes sense of the data and

prepares it for action.

3. Dost prepares the information to be perfectly included in the ERP and sends it through its API.



What is not DOST for Invoices?

DOST for Invoices is not an OCR (Optical Character Recognition) tool:

- DOST does not work with predefined or customizable templates.

- When DOST is confronted with a bill, it is important that it is the first time that you see this format, or that it is a

known format with an irregular number of lines.

- DOST reads all the information and will be provided with what is required for its system.

The main advantage with respect to an OCR is that all the information will be captured, analyzed and interpreted as a

person would do, reducing the error to 1%.



Eliminates human error 
and inefficiencies

Dost minimizes human error when 

entering data into your ERP and all 

manual, repetitive and inefficient 

tasks.

Saves time and money

Dost helps you reduce the time 

and cost of processing vendor 

invoices.

AI and IPA in the heart of 
Dost

• Traditional OCRs are not intelligent and need to be 

configured and maintained. 

• We use AI/ML and IPA to extract invoice data, 

process it and automate the process.

SaaS, Secure and without installation

Dost is a software-as-a-service that requires no 

installation or maintenance and is hosted in the cloud 

and complies with the most stringent security 

measures.

Customer 
benefits

Technological 
benefits 

Innovation and productivity

More resources and budget 

available to invest in innovation 

and be competitive in the 

marketplace

Why DOST for Invoices?



Key features of DDB

DOST DIGITAL BRAIN:

• Multilingual.

• Trained in the process. You don´t have to start from zero teaching the engine.

• Out of the box solution in SaaS. No requires infrastructure.

• The degree of reliability of DDB is 95% during the first month of use, rising to 99.9% from the second, improving

with each learning.

• The brain accumulates all the improvements received by our customers around the world. This keeps you up to

date.By reducing up to 85% of the time spent on non-value tasks, your employees can focus on value activities, be

happier and your company more competitive.



What do I have to do to have it in my company?

Five simple steps:

1. Sign up for our service.

2. Provide us with your connection preferences and data to extract.

3. Send us some sample documents to verify performance.

4. Connect the API to your ERP(*) or use the integration tool.

5. Start processing your invoices unattended and automatically.

DOST commits to start processing your invoices in less than 3 weeks(**) from the signature of the contract.

(*) Integration service not included in the scope of the DOST team, providing all technical information about the integration API to the customer or to the 
development services company designated by the customer.  
(**) Does not include the integration work to be done during this time, as it will be paid by the customer.



Prices

Starter

• 500 invoices/month
• Automatic processing of 

vendor invoices 
• Integration with email for 

invoice extraction
• Integration with cloud 

storage (Google drive, One 
drive or Dropbox)

• Secure cloud
• Invoice data extraction 

with AI

500€ / month

Software-as-a-Service model with monthly or annual recurring payments

Pro

800€ / month

• 501 to 1000 
invoices/month

• Predefined ERP 
integrations 

• Predefined accounting 
software integrations

Starter plus:

Premium

• From starting at 1001 
invoices/month

• Custom integrations
• Custom AI models
• Workflows 
• Automation of 

verification processes

From 0,7€ / doc

For companies with a high volume of 
incoming invoices that need a 
customized solution.

Pro plus:

Prices do not include VAT



What do our customers say?

"Since our foundation, we have
always been committed to
innovation as a basis for the
improvement of our service.
Thanks to Dost and its Artificial
Intelligence, we have managed to
improve our performance in the
back office, reducing human error
to zero and improving the speed of
administrative tasks. Having a
solid and reliable working tool for
such a delicate area is a great
advantage with which to face
growth with greater security. “

Julian Jimenez
CEO

"Dost is not only a tool to reduce
our workload and tedious tasks,
the best part is that it has allowed
us to improve internal processes
down to the smallest detail and
make our company more agile,
efficient and scalable; which
translates into better satisfaction
for all our collaborators and a
substantial reduction in costs. "

Jouke Piepenbrink
GENERAL MANAGER



Other DOST Digital Brains

DOST for Delivery Notes DOST for CVs

DOST for Work Orders



About DOST as a company
HISTORY
Company founded in 2020 

More than 40 years of experience in Process 
Consulting, Digital Transformation and 
Artificial Intelligence.

Staff of 10 people with different skills

Offices in Barcelona, Madrid and Munich.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Selected from thousands of companies for the
Microsoft for Start Ups program.

Listed among the 50 most promising startups
in Catalonia in 2021

First technology company to win the
SeedRocket 2021 incubator awards.

Dost closes a 430,000 euro´s round and plans
to grow in the United States



Dost team
01:50

Let's contact

Fernando@mydost.ai +34 620 278 165 www.mydost.ai


